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SUMMARY

Ceramic thermal barrier coatings are expected to play an important role in the future for surface protection of gas turbine components. These coatings generally consist of an outer insulating ceramic oxide layer and an inner oxidation resistant metallic bond coating. They are currently being developed for use in the clean environment of an aircraft gas turbine. Industrial/utility types of gas turbines and, under certain conditions, aircraft turbines may also be exposed to "dirty" environments. In these cases aggressive compounds such as sodium sulfate, vanadium oxide, or sodium vandadate may condense on turbine components. Thermal barrier coatings used in dirty environments must be able to protect the underlying substrate while being resistant to degradation themselves. Tests showed that an early thermal barrier coating system, ZrO$_2$-12 w/o Y$_2$O$_3$/NiCrAlY, failed rapidly in the presence of such contaminants.

The conditions which lead to spalling of the coatings are analyzed. Five previously conducted experiments are discussed in detail. These experiments involved coated specimens exposed to burner rig combustion gases doped with sodium and vanadium. Coating failures are explained in terms of the thermodynamic dew points and melting points of the condensates and the temperature distributions within the coatings. The location of spalled areas on the test specimens and their microstructures are explained for four of these experiments while the absence of failure is explained for the fifth.

INTRODUCTION

The environment of the hot section of a gas turbine engine is characterized by high temperatures, high pressures, high heat fluxes, and high mass fluxes. The combustion gases in the gas turbine are rich in oxygen because the fuel is burned with a great excess of air. Under certain conditions, inorganic salt contaminants are also present. Materials in the gas turbine, especially nickel-based superalloy turbine vanes and blades, are susceptible to several modes of degradation. These include chemical degradation due to oxidation and high temperature salt-induced corrosion, and mechanical degradation due to erosion, fatigue, and creep (ref. 1). These environmental effects generally become more severe as temperatures are increased. However, the effects of high temperature corrosion cease when the temperature at a given location in the turbine exceeds the dew point of the specific salt because it can no longer condense at that location.

Aircraft gas turbines currently operate at higher temperatures and pressures than other types of gas turbine engines. Future demands for increased efficiency and performance will result in still higher operating temperatures and
pressures. Thus, materials will have to be able to withstand even harsher conditions. The current fuels used for aircraft gas turbine operation are high purity kerosenes such as Jet A. The only significant impurity in these fuels is sulfur. Levels up to 0.3 w/o are permissible in Jet A fuel (ref. 2). Additional impurities such as sodium compounds may enter the engine through injected runway dust or sea salt aerosols. This may lead to the deposition of the highly corrosive salt sodium sulfate, Na$_2$SO$_4$ onto turbine blades and vanes.

An important non-aircraft application of gas turbine engines is in the production of electric power. These engines account for about 10% of the electric power capacity in the United States and are generally used during periods of peak demand (ref. 3). The fuels currently burned in these turbine engines are usually natural gas or various petroleum distillates. Even with the use of clean fuels, high temperature corrosion is the chief problem affecting turbine reliability. The ingestion of sea salt aerosols has been identified as a major source of these difficulties. Engines as far as 200 miles inland have been so affected (ref. 3).

In the future, gas turbine engine combined cycle systems could be competitive for base load power generation. This approach involves the recovery and use of the waste heat of the engine. The competition could be further enhanced through the use of more efficient turbine engines operating at higher temperatures and pressures. However, no loss in reliability would be acceptable. A current Department of Energy program, the High Temperature Turbine Technology program, is aimed at temperatures in the 1430° to 1650° C range. Additionally, in the future it will become necessary to burn dirtier fuels such as crude or residual fuel oil. Impurities found in these dirtier fuels may include sodium (Na), potassium (K), vanadium (V), iron (Fe), lead (Pb), phosphorous (P), and sulfur (S). Also, minimally processed coal-derived fuels may be burned in gas turbines in the future. Trace metal levels in these coal-derived fuels are somewhat uncertain, but high temperature salt corrosion may be expected to be an even more serious future concern for non-aircraft gas turbines.

The purpose of this paper is to review past tests conducted on NASA-Lewis thermal barrier coatings in combustion gases containing corrosive compounds; to calculate the dew points of such compounds; and to begin to relate such data to coating failure.

BACKGROUND

A. Thermal Barrier Coatings for High Temperature Surface Protection

Almost all advanced engines rely on the use of coatings and air cooling (ref. 4) to protect components from environmental degradation. Although most of the coatings developed to date have been metallic (refs. 5 to 7) there is now considerable interest in ceramic coatings. These are usually called "thermal barrier coatings" because the ceramic provides insulation to air-cooled turbine components. There would be several ways to take advantage of the insulation (refs. 1 and 8). Reduced metal temperatures would translate directly to improved component reliability. Conversely if the same metal temperatures were
acceptable, performance and efficiency could be increased. This is because less cooling air would be required or because gas temperatures could be increased. An additional advantage is that fabrication costs could be reduced because less elaborate cooling schemes would be required. If ceramic coatings resistant to inorganic salt corrosion can be developed, improved component durability would result in even further benefits.

Chemical and physical attributes required for potential thermal barrier coatings include low thermal conductivity, relatively high coefficient of thermal expansion, thermodynamic stability in the gas turbine environment, and mechanical stability towards thermal cycling. Typically, thermal barrier coating systems consist of plasma-sprayed single or mixed oxide ceramics applied over plasmasprayed oxidation resistant, metallic bond coats. The ceramic layer is from 0.01 to 0.06 cm thick while the bond coat is about 0.01 cm thick. Often an intermediate layer or graded zone of mixed metal and oxide is applied to minimize differences in thermal expansion.

Numerous references to the plasma spray process are available ( refs. 9 and 10). The material, usually in powder form, is fed into a high velocity plasma formed by passing a gas such as argon through an electric discharge. The residence time of the powder particles in the gas is only a few milliseconds. Still, almost any material can be melted because of high heat transfer at temperatures exceeding 10 000°C. The melted particles impact upon the substrate to produce coatings which are generally quite porous and permeable. This porosity can be expected to impart improved thermal shock resistance to ceramic coatings and increased thermal protection. At the same time pathways are provided for rapid diffusion of oxygen and inorganic salt contaminants.

B. Thermal Barrier Coatings Research at NASA-Lewis

The history of thermal barrier coatings research at NASA-Lewis has been well-documented (refs. 11 and 12). These coatings were first considered in the 1950's (refs. 13 and 14), then in the 1960's (ref. 15), and again in the early 1970's (ref. 16). The applications in these studies included surface protection of both aircraft engine and rocket engine components. In the mid-1970's Stecura and Liebert (refs. 17 to 20) developed a ZrO₂-12 w/o Y₂O₃/NiCrAlY coating system. Impressive test results under conditions simulating aircraft gas turbine operation were reported for this system. Due to the success of this work as well as work at other laboratories (refs. 21 to 24) zirconia-based coating systems are now being extensively evaluated for potential aircraft gas turbine applications. Recently further improvement has been demonstrated. Stecura (ref. 25) has shown that two compositions, ZrO₂-6 w/o Y₂O₃ and ZrO₂-8 w/o Y₂O₃, are more durable than the original ZrO₂-12 w/o Y₂O₃ (ref. 18). These two improved coatings are compositions which correspond to the two phase region of the ZrO₂-Y₂O₃ phase diagram (ref. 26). In addition to the advances made in the durability of the ceramic layer, improvements were also made to the NiCrAlY bond coat. The improved performance of ZrO₂-8 w/o Y₂O₃ is illustrated by the data presented in figure 1, which was adapted from figure 8 of reference 25. As shown in this figure, the new composition survived significantly longer at the same temperature and approximately as long
at a much higher temperature than that used to investigate ZrO₂-12 w/o Y₂O₃.

C. Dirty Fuel Tests of ZrO₂-12 w/o Y₂O₃/NiCrAlY

The early version of the NASA-Lewis coating system ZrO₂-12 w/o Y₂O₃/NiCrAlY was observed to crack and spall early when exposed to the combustion products of dirty fuel-fired burner rigs. This was first indicated in preliminary exposure tests described by Levine and Clark (ref. 11). Samples were exposed to the combustion gases of a Jet A-fired burner rig doped with sodium. Spalling initiated after 40 one hour cycles, and measurable amounts of deposits could be washed from the specimens.

Bratton et al. (ref. 27) describe tests of the early NASA-Lewis coating system and a similar system applied by a commercial vendor. The tests were conducted at Westinghouse as part of a program sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). A pressurized passage burner rig firing No. 2 diesel fuel was used for this investigation. Impurities in the fuel were 0.24 w/o S, 2 ppm Fe, 0.7 ppm V, 0.3 ppm P, 0.3 ppm Na + K, and other contaminants in the 0.2 to 0.8 ppm range. Various dopants, most frequently Na and V, were added in the 0.5 to 10 ppm range, and in several tests the sulfur level was increased to 0.5 w/o. In some tests additives such as Mg or Cr-Mg-Si were included to determine whether they had any beneficial effect. A Ba additive was present in the as-received fuel for some runs.

Various specimen configurations and test temperatures were employed. Samples were exposed to the combustion gases in cycles lasting 8 to 10 hours, and the maximum total test time per specimen was 131 hours. The coatings remained intact after exposure in only three cases. These were when the fuel was undoped, doped with 1 ppm Na, and doped with 5 ppm Pb. Micrographs showed severe longitudinal cracking after 131 hours in the 1 ppm Na case. For the remaining nine cases the coatings spalled. Usually the failure occurred within the ceramic layer. Complete or nearly complete delamination was only observed in a few cases corresponding to the highest substrate temperatures. Spalling caused by V attack was not controlled by Mg-base additives.

After testing, the surfaces of the specimens used in reference 27 were analyzed by X-ray diffraction analysis and the cross sections were analyzed by electron microprobe analysis. Among the various compositions identified were Na₂SO₄, YPO₄, Na₂Zr₂(PO₄)₃, Mg₃(PO₄)₂, Mg₃(VO₄)₂, MgO, MgSO₄, BaSO₄, Fe₂O₃, and SiO₂. These results helped implicate phosphorous in the undoped fuel as a particularly aggressive contaminant. They also showed that, as expected, Mg-based additives combine with V and P to form refractory compounds. However, apparently enough unreacted V and P remained to react with the coatings.

When Mg was not present, no V-containing compound could be detected by X-ray diffraction analysis. However, vanadium was detected by electron microprobe analysis. Bratton et al., speculated that deposits of V₂O₅(8) may have reacted with the coating to form YVO₄ whose X-ray pattern was masked by YPO₄. Tests by Bratton et al. (ref. 27) and by Zaplatynsky (ref. 28) showed
that V₂O₅ reacts with cubic or tetragonal ZrO₂-Y₂O₃. The products are monoclinic ZrO₂ plus a phase identified by Bratton et al. as YPO₄. Alternatively, they suggest that V₂O₅(½) could have reacted with other contaminants or even the coating to form a glass which would not produce an X-ray pattern.

Hodge et al. (ref. 29) conducted tests at NASA-Lewis which were part of a test program funded by the Department of Energy. An initial series of tests was run on the early Lewis Research Center coating system ZrO₂-12 w/o Y₂O₃/N₁CrAlY. The rig used for this study was a Mach 0.3 burner rig fired with Jet A fuel. The level of S in the fuel was about 0.05 w/o. Dopants were added by aspirating aqueous salt solutions into the combustion chamber. The test conditions, specimen temperatures, dopant levels and number of cycles to failure are illustrated in figure 5 of Hodge et al. This figure is presented here as figure 2. The test results generally agree with those from the Westinghouse study. Spalling was observed for every case except the one involving the lower level of Na. However, some erosion of the coating was observed in that case. Photographs of all specimens and representative micrographs are shown in that report (see figs. 6 and 7, respectively, of Hodge et al.). Those figures are reproduced here as figures 3 and 4. One may note from the specimen photographs that when samples were exposed to V, spalling occurred in the approximate center of the hot zone of the specimen. When exposed to 5 ppm Na, spalling occurred in a cooler region below the hot zone. When exposed to 0.5 ppm Na no failure was observed. When Na plus V were combined, spalling occurred in a region extending from the hot zone to a cooler region above the hot zone. The micrographs show that, as with the Westinghouse investigation, failure occurred within the ceramic layer. With the 2 ppm V case very little ceramic remained attached. This is shown in figure 4(f) and in the unpublished photograph of the adjacent region (P. Hodge, personal communication). With the 0.2 ppm V case and the 5 ppm Na plus 2 ppm V case much of the ceramic remained attached after failure. However, the failed area extended very close to the bond coat in some locations. Examples of this may be seen on the left side of figure 4(b) and the center of figure 4(e). With the 5 ppm Na case, the coating which remains attached after failure is relatively uniform in thickness, and in no location does the failed area approach the bond coat layer (fig. 4(c)).

The observation that failure occurs in the ceramic layer is consistent with the results of Stecura for specimens tested in clean fuel environments. As seen in figure 7 of Stecura (ref. 25) the crack initiates in the ceramic layer parallel to and close to the ceramic/bond coat interface. Levine (ref. 30) tested the tensile strength of ZrO₂-Y₂O₃/N₁CrAlY coatings and found that the weakest part of the coating system is in that location.

Palko et al. (ref. 31) tested the early NASA-Lewis coating system in a combination low velocity burner/electric furnace rig. The tests were conducted at General Electric and were part of a program sponsored by the Department of Energy. All of the test specimens were uncooled. They were exposed to the combustion gases of a fuel oil doped with sodium in cycles of about 24 hours. In this study the ceramic coating tended to fail by spalling away completely from the bond coat. Frequently, the substrate was also attacked. Scanning electron microscopy was used to show that Na₂SO₄(½) is adsorbed into the open por-
OSlty of the coatlngs. Palko et al. speculate that, upon cooling, differences in thermal expansion between the coating and the solidified salt caused the observed spalling. For most of the experiments, the reported specimen temperature was actually slightly below the melting point of Na₂SO₄. However, their experimental evidence showed that the salt had been molten. The source of sodium was not specified, but if it had been added as sea salt the Na₂SO₄ deposit could have contained small amounts of K₂SO₄, Ca₂SO₄, and MgO (ref. 32). This may have led to a depressed melting point. Alternatively, the actual temperature may have been higher than that recorded by their thermocouple.

D. Preliminary Dirty Fuel Tests of Alternate Coating Systems

These initial results demonstrated that further development was required to tailor thermal barrier coating systems for endurance in dirty environments. A preliminary step towards this goal was taken by Hodge et al., who evaluated 16 coating systems. The test conditions of the 5 ppm Na plus 2 ppm V case described previously were used. In these tests, eight specimens were mounted on a rotating multiposition holder and the substrate temperature was only measured for the uncoated zirconia ('standard' ZrO₂-12) and the reference sample. Test results are presented in Figure 8 of Hodge et al. An abridged version of this figure is presented here as Figure 5. According to this figure, the coating system lasted more than three times longer than the standard system. Two other coating systems were identified which displayed further improvement in life. One was a ZrO₂/NiCrAlY alloy based on a calcium nitride (Ca₃N₂) coating system. The other was a ZrO₂/NiCrAlY system based on a calcia-stabilized zirconia (ZrO₂/CaO) coating. Most of the coatings tested spalled except for the ZrO₂/NiCrAlY system. The metal could not have been added as a salt or as the Na₂SO₄ deposit. This may have led to a depressed melting point. Alternatively, the actual dew point was actually slightly below the melting point of Na₂SO₄. However, the source of sodium could not have been specified, but if it had been added as sea salt the Na₂SO₄ deposit could have contained small amounts of K₂SO₄, Ca₂SO₄, and MgO (ref. 32).

CALCULATION OF CONDENSATE DEW POINT TEMPERATURES AND SPECIMEN TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS

The thermodynamic dew point is the temperature at which a condensate forms as a gas is cooled. It is the temperature at which the dew point is reached and any further cooling results in condensation of the species in the gas.

Based on the test results described in the previous section, it is clear that coating durability is adversely affected by inorganic salt deposits. Continued research can be expected to provide even greater improvements. Recent improvements have been made to the YSZ-NiCrAlY system. The coating durability of this coating system was found to be improved with the addition of a cermet coating. The cermet was an exception. With this coating, continual thinning by microspalling was observed.

Although this investigation was limited to a few coating systems, insight into the mechanisms for these accelerated failures may be gained by considering the dew points and melting points of the condensates and the temperature distributions within the coatings.
equilibrium with the condensate. Dew points may be calculated if the free energies of formation are available for all of the important components of a chemical system. Kohl and co-workers (refs. 32 to 35) have described how the NASA-Lewis Complex Chemical Equilibrium Computer Program (ref. 36) may be used for these calculations. Recent results have indicated that this type of thermochemical treatment is appropriate for these systems (refs. 32, and 37 to 39). This is because the pertinent chemical reactions apparently are sufficiently rapid for equilibrium to be established.

For the experiments described by Hodge et al., the contaminants of interest are sulfur, sodium, and vanadium. Because the tests had been preliminary in nature, the deposits in the coatings were not intensively analyzed. However, the observed early spalling can be taken as evidence that such deposits were present. The composition of these deposits can be deduced from the analytical results described by Bratton et al. and Palko et al. and from thermodynamic calculations. Condensed phase sodium sulfate, \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) (s or l), is normally expected to form when Na is added to S-containing fuels (e.g., ref. 33). Palko et al. identified deposits of this species from fuels containing Na and S. Bratton et al. detected "significant" quantities of \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) when 5 ppm Na was in the fuel. When only 1 ppm Na was in the fuel \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) could not be identified. When V was the only contaminant added by Bratton et al., vanadium was detected by electron microprobe analysis but not by X-ray diffraction analysis. The author speculated that \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \) deposited and that subsequent reactions prevented detection by X-ray diffraction analysis. The deposits, \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) and \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \), are also predicted thermodynamically.

When Na and V were the dopants, no phase containing both of these elements was detected (ref. 27). Thermodynamic calculations indicate that the vanadium-containing condensate changes as a function of temperature. At high temperatures the deposit is expected to be \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5(l) \). This is replaced by \( \text{Na}_2\text{V}_2\text{O}_6 \) at moderate temperatures which in turn replaced by \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5(s) \) at lower temperatures. Also, at intermediate temperatures \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) may condense. Currently \( \text{Na}_2\text{V}_2\text{O}_6(s) \) is the only sodium vanadate considered in the computer analysis. The thermodynamic data for the solid is extrapolated to temperatures above the melting point for the liquid phase. Thus compositions calculated between the melting point and the dew point of \( \text{Na}_2\text{V}_2\text{O}_6 \) are approximate. Also the activities of the condensates are treated as unity. Nevertheless, these may be considered as "first order calculations" for this system.

Thus, the deposits are \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) when Na and S are present and \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \) when V (and S) are present. Depending on temperature, the deposits are predicted to be \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4, \text{V}_2\text{O}_5 \), and \( \text{Na}_2\text{V}_2\text{O}_6 \) when Na, V, and S are present. The dew points of these deposits may be calculated for each specific experimental condition using the NASA-Lewis computer program. Actually, a more sophisticated treatment of the deposition process, which allows more accurate dew points and the amount of deposit to be calculated, has been described by Rosner, Kohl, and co-workers (ref. 32). This also is a treatment which is, in part, thermodynamic and makes use of the NASA-Lewis computer program. Mass transport across the boundary layer formed around the test specimen is also considered. This treatment was applied in reference 32 to \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) deposited from the same
type of burner rig flames as were used by Hodge et al. For that case there was very little difference between the thermodynamic dew points and the more refined condensation onset temperatures. The calculated values also agreed very well with the experimentally determined dew points.

No consideration was given to the possible effects of condensation in the interconnected pores and microcracks of the coating. Curvature at the base of a crack or in a very small pore could be high enough to support the liquid phase at temperatures above the thermodynamic dew point. Such effects would be small, assuming that the total volume of appropriate locations is small. This phenomena may deserve further attention, however it is not expected to affect the interpretation of the experiments analyzed in this paper.

For the case of thermal barrier coatings exposed to doped combustion gases (ref. 29), the thermodynamic dew points were calculated to the nearest 5° C for the conditions of the five experiments of interest. They are presented in Table 1. Also, the number of cycles to failure, the melting points of the condensates, and experimental observations are given for reference. The temperatures at the leading edge of the test specimen were measured optically at the surface and by a thermocouple in the center of the hot zone in the substrate. The temperature drop \( \Delta T \) within both the thermal barrier coating, TBC, and the bond coat, BC, are related by a one-dimensional energy balance (ref. 40).

\[
\left( \frac{K \Delta T}{d} \right)_{BC} = \left( \frac{K \Delta T}{d} \right)_{TBC}
\]

Here, \( K \) is the thermal conductivity and \( d \) is the coating thickness. The ratio \( K_{BC}/K_{TBC} \) was taken to be 17 (ref. 40). The measured value of \( d_{TBC} \) is 0.038 cm and that of \( d_{BC} \) is 0.013 cm. The substrate thermocouple was located 0.048 cm below the substrate-bond coat interface, and it was covered with a nickel-base alloy braze. The temperature drops were calculated from the measured \( \Delta T \) between the surface and the substrate and the above expression. The thermal conductivities of the braze and bond coat were assumed to be equal, as a first approximation, and \( d_{BC} \) was taken initially as the sum of the bond coat thickness plus the additional distance to the thermocouple. The temperature at the substrate/bond coat interface was then obtained by linear interpolation of the temperatures in the metal layers. This gives a calculated temperature drop of about 130° C across the ceramic and 30° C across the bond coat. The calculated ceramic/bond coat interface temperature was therefore 852° C, and the calculated bond coat/substrate temperature was 849° C. Because the temperature drop within the metal is small, any error resulting from the assumption that \( k_{BRAZE} = k_{BC} \) is minimal.

At the ends of the specimens the surface temperatures were measured to be about 890° C (P. Hodge, personal communication). Assuming, as an approximation, the same temperature drops across the ceramic at the ends as at the center, the lowest leading edge substrate temperature was about 760° C.
ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF SALT DEPOSITION ON THE DURABILITY OF THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS

The failure characteristics of the specimens may now be discussed in terms of the dew point/melting point and coating temperatures described in the previous section. For the first case in Table 1, 5 ppm Na, the dew point of the Na$_2$SO$_4$ condensate is less than the surface temperature at the hot zone of the specimen. Thus, if Na$_2$SO$_4$ were to deposit, its vapor precursors would first have to penetrate through a portion of the coating. This should significantly reduce the deposition rate. In fact, based on the location of the spalled area, Figure 3(c), Na$_2$SO$_4$ appears to have preferentially deposited in cooler regions outside of the hot zone. At this location the surface temperature was low enough to permit deposition. Once the Na$_2$SO$_4(\ell)$ deposited it would diffuse or "wick" through the open porosity of the coating (ref. 31). However, these processes would cease at any point where the temperature in the coating was less than 884°C, the melting point of sodium sulfate. Even in the hot zone the temperature at the bond coat/ceramic interface is only 855°C. Thus, Na$_2$SO$_4$ should not penetrate all the way to the bond coat and no high temperature corrosion of the bond coat or substrate should occur.

The processes described above are illustrated schematically in Figure 6. The dew point and melting point for Na$_2$SO$_4$ in this case are plotted on the right side of the figure. The temperatures for the condensates in the other four experiments of interest are also given. The estimated gas, boundary layer, and specimen temperatures are plotted in the remainder of the figure. This figure illustrates that the surface temperature is equal to the dew point temperature at a location which is intermediate between the center, or hot zone, and the ends of the specimen. The deposit at this point can penetrate into the coating until the depth is reached where the coating temperature drops below the melting point of the deposit. The estimated perpendicular depth of penetration is given by the two vertical, dashed lines. Because Figure 6 must be considered to be very approximate, the depth of penetration cannot be quantitatively compared with the actual failure location (Figs. 3(c) and 4(c)). However, it is qualitatively correct and shows why failure occurred in the ceramic outside of the hot zone and well above the bond coat.

Because Na$_2$SO$_4$ does not react with the ceramic under the conditions of these experiments (refs. 27, 28, 31, and 41), its effects must be mechanical. The Na$_2$SO$_4(\ell)$ would enter the pores and microcracks of the ceramic coating and solidify upon cooling. Palko, et al., suggest that differences in thermal expansion between the salt and the ceramic may cause the failure. An even simpler mechanism is possible. By filling or internally coating the pores with Na$_2$SO$_4$, the coating density may effectively increase to a level above that required for the ceramic to retain its ability to accommodate cyclic thermal stresses. This critical level is given in reference 23 as 88% of theoretical density. As described earlier cracking parallel to the substrate is observed even when clean fuels are used. When salts are present the effects leading to the cracking would be magnified. The result is the observed early spalling.

The layer of coating which remained after spalling would provide less thermal protection to the underlying substrate. Presumably if the remaining ceramic
were thin enough the temperature of the underlying metal could exceed the melting point of Na₂SO₄. High temperature corrosion would then be possible at this location. Claus et al. (ref. 42), have shown that if the spalled area is not too large the substrate in the spalled area may be cooled by conduction to the surrounding substrate. Under these conditions the spalled coating could remain protective against high temperature corrosion.

For the second case in table 1, 0.5 ppm Na, the dew point temperature of Na₂SO₄ is less than the temperature at the substrate/bond coat interface in the hot zone and less than the surface temperature over the entire specimen. Therefore, Na₂SO₄ should not condense. Furthermore, the dew point is below the melting point so that even if Na₂SO₄ could condense it would only do so as a solid. It would not diffuse or "wick" throughout the coating and could even tend to seal the coating. Therefore, long lives were observed because this test was no more severe than an oxidation test (fig. 3(d)).

For the third and fourth case in the table 2, 2 ppm V and 0.2 ppm V respectively, V₂O₅ could be expected to have been the deposit on the surface of the sample. Because its melting point is low, V₂O₅ could permeate the entire coating. For the high vanadium case this apparently led to the observed spalling very close to the bond coat interface (fig. 4(f)). The failure was not as close to the interface in the low vanadium case (ref. 4(f)). For both cases failure occurred in the hot zone of the test specimen (figs. 3(e) to (f)).

The deposits of V₂O₅ can react with the coating and failure would occur by a combination of chemical and mechanical modes. If, as described earlier, the V₂O₅ caused a significant amount of the zirconia to convert to the monoclinic form, the coating would become mechanically unstable towards thermal cycling. Monoclinic zirconia undergoes a significant volume change due to its conversion to a tetragonal phase of lower thermal expansion. The filling or internal coating of the porosity could enhance this instability. The differences in test lives between the third and fourth cases appears to have been due directly to the difference in vanadium concentration. A tenfold increase in vanadium concentration caused the test life to decrease by a factor of eight. If the duration of the test had been longer, bond coat or substrate attack should also have been possible.

For the fifth case, 5 ppm Na plus 2 ppm V, Na₂V₂O₆ would probably be the condensate. It would deposit over the entire surface of the coating and could penetrate throughout the entire coating. A more intensive investigation of the deposit or a more accurate calculation would be required to ensure that no mixed V₂O₅ - Na₂V₂O₆ phases were present. Even if this were the case any conclusions concerning this experiment should not be greatly altered. In the cooler regions above and below the hot zone Na₂SO₄ also could condense. Failure occurred in this case within the coating in a manner similar to what was observed in the 0.5 ppm V case. It is interesting to note that in this combined Na plus V case spalling occurred both in and above the hot zone (fig. 3(b)). This could have been due to the effects of Na₂V₂O₆ in the hot zone and the combined effects of Na₂V₂O₆ plus Na₂SO₄ above the hot zone. The coating lasted longer in the presence of Na₂V₂O₆ than in the presence
of $V_2O_5$. This probably results from $V_2O_5$ being more reactive than $Na_2V_2O_6$.

The above discussion applies in general to the tests at GE (ref. 31) and Westinghouse (ref. 27). At GE the uncooled samples were exposed to $Na_2SO_4$ deposits at temperatures apparently always above the melting point and below the dew point. Sodium sulfate deposited on the samples and permeated through the entire coating system. This led to spalling at the ceramic/bond coat interface and hot corrosion attack of the substrate.

For the experiments conducted at Westinghouse, the test specimens were always exposed to multiple contaminants from the No. 2 diesel fuel plus dopants and additives. A quantitative assessment of the results for each condition studied would be rather laborious and beyond the scope of the current discussion. Many of the cases were similar to the experiments of Hodge et al., when the contaminants were Na plus V. That is, conditions can be expected to have been severe due to high dew points, low melting points, and reactivity towards the coating. Usually spalling occurred within the coating as described by Hodge et al. for Na plus V. At the highest temperatures the coating failed at the bond coat interface and metal attack was observed. This was probably caused by higher reaction rates at elevated temperatures.

An especially important observation of Bratton et al. was that Mg-based additives in quantities equivalent to three times the weight of V in the fuel did not control attack by P and V. This was a case where even though the majority of the deposits were solids there was still apparently enough V- and P-containing liquid phases remaining to permeate and attack the coating.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This paper reviews previous tests of a NASA-Lewis thermal barrier coating system exposed to the combustion gases of dirty fuel fired burner rigs at Westinghouse, GE, and NASA-Lewis. For the NASA tests, the dew points of the predicted condensates were calculated for the test conditions employed. These dew points and the melting points of the condensates were then related to the observed failure modes of the coated test specimens.

The coatings tested at NASA-Lewis (ref. 29) were formed from a 0.038 cm layer of $ZrO_2-12$ w/o $Y_2O_3$ over a 0.013 layer of NiCrAlY bond coat. Test temperatures in the hot zone of the test specimen were 982°C at the surface and 852°C at the ceramic/bond coat interface. The coatings were exposed to combustion gases doped to two levels of sodium (0.5 and 5 ppm) with respect to the fuel, two levels of vanadium (0.2 and 2 ppm), and one level of sodium plus vanadium (2 ppm V, 5 ppm Na). Dew points were calculated for the predicted condensates in each specific case. These were used along with condensate melting points to explain observed specimen failure locations. Several observations could be made based on dew point/melting point considerations and the referenced test conditions:

1) The most severe condition to which the coatings could be exposed are expected to be those cases when the melting point of the condensate is less
than the bond coat temperature while the dew point of the condensate exceeds the specimen temperature. Under these conditions the liquid condensate can be expected to deposit on the coating surface and to penetrate throughout the entire coating system. This condition was met when the condensate was \( V_2O_5(\ell) \) formed when vanadium (0.2 to 2 ppm) was added to the combustion gas as well as when the condensate was \( Na_2V_2O_6(\ell) \) formed when Na plus V (5 ppm Na, 2 ppm V) were added. As described by Hodge et al. (ref. 29), when the coating was exposed to such conditions it failed early and failure occurred in the ceramic very close to the bond coat/ceramic interface. This region is essentially the same location where cracks were observed by Stecura (ref. 25) in coatings exposed to clean fuels. (Of course in those tests no salt contaminants were present so much longer test lives were observed.) This location of the failure can be considered to correspond to the weakest location in the coating system.

(2) There are two conditions for which dopants were not expected to lead to coating failure. One was when the dew point was less than the surface temperature. The other was when the dew point was less than the melting point. Experimentially, when the dew point was less than the surface temperature there apparently was little penetration of the coating even though the coating was permeable. When the dew point was less than the melting point of the condensate the salt would have deposited only as a solid. Such a solid would not be expected to harm the coating because of its limited mobility. Both of these conditions were met when the lower level of sodium was added to the combustion gases. Again, the dew point/melting point approach appears valid because, experimentally, no failures were observed under the above conditions. Thus, this test was probably no more severe than an oxidation test.

(3) When high levels of sodium were present the dew point of the \( Na_2SO_4 \) condensate was less than the surface temperature in the hot zone. In cooler regions the dew point exceeded the surface temperature. Experimentally, no failure occurred in the hot zone. However, failure was observed to shift to a cooler region on the test specimen. In these cooler regions, where the melting point of the condensate was less than the surface temperature but higher than the bond coat temperature, the condensate could be expected to penetrate part way into the ceramic coating. One would expect that the coating would fail well within its own thickness. Again, experimentally, this was observed in the high sodium case.
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TABLE 1. - CALCULATED DEW POINT TEMPERATURES FOR CONDENSATES AND EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS IN EXPERIMENTS OF HODGE ET AL. (REF. 29)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dopant level (referred to fuel)</th>
<th>Predicted condensate</th>
<th>Dew point temperature, $T_{dp}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>Melting point temperature, $T_{mp}$ ($^\circ$C)</th>
<th>Cycles to coating failure for $\text{ZrO}_2$-12 w/o $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$/NiCrAlY</th>
<th>Footnote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 ppm Na</td>
<td>$\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$ (s)</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>A, B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 ppm Na</td>
<td>$\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$ (s)</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>$&gt;1300$</td>
<td>A, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ppm V</td>
<td>$\text{V}_2\text{O}_5$ (s)</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>A, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 ppm V</td>
<td>$\text{V}_2\text{O}_5$ (s)</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>A, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ppm Na + 2 ppm V</td>
<td>$\text{V}_2\text{O}_5$ (s)</td>
<td>~1155</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>A, F, G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Na}_2\text{V}_2\text{O}_6$ (s)</td>
<td>~910</td>
<td>884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$ (s)</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>670</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Mach 0.3 burner rig, fuel/air ratio 0.042; specimen temperatures: $982^\circ$ C surface ($T_{surf}$), $852^\circ$ C bond coat/ceramic interface ($T_{bc}$) in the hot zone; $890^\circ$ C surface, $760^\circ$ C bond coat/ceramic interface at tip and root of test specimen.

B. $T_{bc} < T_{mp} < T_{dp} < T_{surf}$. No failure of ceramic in hot zone. Failure outside of hot zone well above bond coat.

C. $T_{dp} < T_{bc} < T_{mp} < T_{surf}$. No failure of ceramic.

D. $T_{mp} < T_{bc} < T_{surf} < T_{dp}$. Failure of ceramic in hot zone very close to bond coat.

E. $T_{mp} < T_{bc} < T_{surf} < T_{dp}$. Failure of ceramic in hot zone relatively close to bond coat.

F. Only one V-containing condensed phase is stable in each temperature range. $\text{Na}_2\text{V}_2\text{O}_6$ is stable at specimen temperatures.

G. $T_{mp} < T_{bc} < T_{surf} < T_{dp}$ for $\text{Na}_2\text{V}_2\text{O}_6$. $T_{bc} < T_{mp} < T_{dp} < T_{surf}$ for $\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$. Failure of ceramic in and outside of hot zone relatively close to bond coat.
Figure 1 - Mach 1 burner rig test results of two ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$/NiCrAlY thermal barrier coating systems (Ref 25). The arrow indicates that the test was stopped before the specimen failed.

- ZrO$_2$-12 w/o Y$_2$O$_3$/NiCrAlY
  Substrate temp = 880$^\circ$C, surface temp = 1450$^\circ$C

- ZrO$_2$-8 w/o Y$_2$O$_3$/NiCrAlY
  Substrate temp = 920$^\circ$C, surface temp = 1470$^\circ$C

- ZrO$_2$-8 w/o Y$_2$O$_3$/NiCrAlY
  Substrate temp = 950$^\circ$C, surface temp = 1570$^\circ$C

Figure 2 - Single specimen Mach 0.3 burner rig fuel impurity sensitivity tests of ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$/NiCrAlY thermal barrier coating (Ref 29).

- 2 ppm V
- 5 ppm Na + 2 ppm V
- 5 ppm Na
- 0.5 ppm Na
Figure 3. - Typical photographs of single specimen thermal barrier coated IN-792 and MM509 hollow erosion bars after exposure to Mach 0.3 combustion gases doped with fuel equivalent amounts of Na and V (ref. 29). Time to spall approximately 1/4 hot zone area is indicated. Operating conditions: 982°C ceramic surface temperature; and 843°C substrate metal temperature.
Figure 4. - Representative microstructures of hot zones of ZrO₂-12 w/o Y₂O₃/NiCrAlY-coated IN-792 and MM509 hollow erosion bars after exposure to Mach 0.3 combustion gases doped with fuel equivalent amounts of Na and V. Time to spall approximately 1/4 of hot zone area is indicated. Operating conditions: 982°C ceramic surface temperature; 843°C metal substrate temperature.

Figure 4. - Continued.

(c) 92 1-Hour cycles, 5 ppm Na.  (d) 1300 1-Hour cycles, 0.5 ppm Na.

Figure 4. - Continued.

(e) 200 1-Hour cycles, 0.2 ppm V.  (f) 25 1-Hour cycles, 2 ppm V.

Figure 4. - Concluded.
Figure 5 - Multiple specimen Mach 0 3 burner rig test of thermal barrier coating systems on IN-792 cooled hollow erosion bars (ref 29) Standard coating system and three improved compositions Operating conditions fuel impurity equivalent of 5 ppm Na + 2 ppm V, metal substrate temperature, 845°C, ceramic surface temperature, 985°C

Figure 6 - Relationship between estimated temperature distributions across thermal barrier coating systems and the melting point/dew points of combustion gas condensates

- Dew point or melting point, condensate, and dopants
  - $T_{dp}$, $V_2O_5$, 2 ppm V ± 5 ppm Na
  - $T_{dp}$, $V_2O_5$, 0 2 ppm V
  - $T_{dp}$, $Na_2V_2O_6$, 2 ppm V + 5 ppm Na
  - $T_{dp}$, $Na_2SO_4$, 5 ppm Na
  - $T_{dp}$, $Na_2SO_4$, 2 ppm V + 5 ppm Na
  - $T_{mp}$, $Na_2SO_4$
  - $T_{dp}$, $Na_2SO_4$, 0 5 ppm Na
  - $T_{mp}$, $V_2O_5$
  - $T_{mp}$, $Na_2V_2O_6$
  - $T_{dp}$, $V_2O_5$, 2 ppm V + 5 ppm Na

Approximate distribution along tip and root of leading edge

Approximate depth of penetration (perpendicular) of $Na_2SO_4(t)$ for 5 ppm Na dopant
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